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TIGER

I have always wondered at how fast you can run, 
Forty miles an hour is the top speed of the largest cat 

under the sun.

How can your swimming skills be so great? 
Given the fact that you are more than 300 kilos in weight.

Food that you enjoy is exclusively meat, 
Does all the protein really help you in jumping an astonishing 30 

feet?

You are recognised easily by your famous orange and black 
stripes, 

Isn’t your subspecies divided into five different types?

Some of you may be coloured golden and white, 
It is true that a Tiger can see clearly in the dark black 

night.

Heard from more than a couple of miles away your roar is 
loud, 

You live alone because you are not fond of any crowd.

Even the tiniest sounds cannot escape your ears, 
In the wild you live proudly for up to 15 years.

Threatened dearly by poaching, habitat loss and 
wildlife trade, 

If I were you I would be very afraid.
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       JAGUAR

Who is the one true king of the Amazon? 
Hunting all the time be it dusk or dawn.

In love with the water for you swim so well, 
With your bite you can break a turtle’s shell!

Comfortable both on land and top of the tree, 
As per the size of cats, you are ranked number three!

You have leopard like rosettes but with a dark spot in the middle, 
Uff! Finding you in the forest is harder than solving a tough riddle.

Eating giant snakes and caimans you like your diet to greatly vary, 
Once fully grown more than 90 kilos of weight you can carry.

Why do you live alone and refuse to be part of a squad? 
  In some South American cultures you are worshipped like a God.

The one who kills with the leap is the meaning of your name, 
Living for 15 years in the wild a Jaguar has a very 

muscular frame.

Respected throughout the world as an animal of 
distinction, 

Through poaching and deforestation are we trying 
to push you towards extinction?
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